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The difficulty which besets almost everyone who has seen
a new vision, a new reality, is that of trying to explain
this new conception In words which already have an established
and somewhat different meaning.

Again and again,, in her

lectures, one got the impression that Dr, Montessori was ham
pered in trying to get her ideas across, by this fact that
even the words which come nearest to her idea do not express
what is in her mind.

We had a good example of this in Vol.l

chapter ¥111, in which we discussed the "work1* of the child
compared with the "work” of the adult.

She herself often

said that "what I really need is a new vocabulary." And if
Dr, Montessori herself found it hard to express clearly in words
this new vision of hers, it is as difficult for her followers,
Yet we must make the attempt for it is the very heart and
centre of her message.
H U M I T Y AT THE CROSS ROADS.
According to Dr, Montessori we are living in a critical
period in the history of humanity, a period of transition
between an epoch which Is finishing and a new epoch which is
emerging" — which has already begun, and has revealed the
( 1)
elements which go to build it up".
"The crisis we are wit
nessing is not one of those that mark the passage from one era
to another;

it can only be compared with the opening of a new

biological or geological period, when new beings come up Ipil
on the scene, beings more evolved, more perfect, while upon

- âx >
*
If we lose sight of this situation, we shall

ed before

find ourselves enmeshed In a universal catastrophe”.
Something Is wrong with our whole civilisation - a vital
factor has been left out.

What Is It?

Dr. Mbntessorl’s answer

Is short, clear, and definite - "The Child,
social factor.

The Child as a

All the great civilisations of the past, in

cluding out own, have been built up on an Insufficient founda
tion.

The basis on which societies have hitherto been or

ganised have taken Into account only the adult values of life.
Human civilisation will only find Itself on the right road when
It restores the child to his proper place.

Yet "restores"ls

not really the right word, for up to now there never has been
a civilisation In which the child has been given his true rights,
and has had the opportunity of exercising his due Influence in
its construction,Up to the present are civilisations have been
constructed on one set of values only instead of two - adult
values only.
sideration.

The child values have not been taken into con
Therefore the progress of humanity hitherto may

be compared to that of a man trying to got a long on one leg
only instead of two*
All this may strike the reader as vague and rhetorical?
but It is not so.

To appreciate what Dr. Montessori is gett

ing at we must learn to look at a familiar thing - childhood in an unfamiliar way.
is not only a p,

Let us quote her own words:

"The child

sage through which It is necessary to

pass In order to become an adult.

It Is a human entity having importance In Itself.

This

Is a new and difficult concept and not easy to attain
to clearly*

To do so, In fact, requires an effort of

spirit, which must raise us above the plane on which
we are accustomed to consider the child # an effort which
leads to a more abstract plane In which we are able to
find higher v a l u e s ”
“The Child and the adult are two distinct carts of
humanity, which must work together and Interpenetrate
in harmony with reciprocal aid.

They are not merely

a succession of phrase In the individuals life.
"Therefore it Is not only the adult that must aid
the child but also the child that must aid the adult.
Nay morel In the critical moment of history through which
we are passing, the ass'1stance of the child has become
most urgently necessary for all nations*
"Our civilisation has been slowly organised from Its
very origins as If only the adult exlstedt the evolution
of human society has come about solely around the work
of the adult.

Never the child,"

"Thus the figure of the child has remained outside
our active wor!4j and also outside our mind as we have
built up the material form of elvllsatlon*"
In order to illuminate th's new and unfamiliar conception
Dr* Monteseorl directs upon It - like several searchlights
lighting up the same aeroplanes In the obscurity of night -

the converging rays of biology, history and revelation*

Let

us begin with the first*
ILLUSTRATION FROM 3IOTJOGY,
”In the animal world there are two distinct and diff
erent series of manifestations in the life and development of
each species - those which pertain to the fully-grown adult,
and those which have to do with the young of the species*
We see two distinct forms, two different laws, often quite
openly contrasting In appearance, according as we are dealing
with the first or formative period - let us call it the Infan
tile epoch - or with the definitely completed and formed - let
us say the adult*”
That nart of the life of the species which is concerned
directly with ”the struggle of existence” -(’’nature red in
tooth and claw” ) relates to the adult activities for it is
the adults who fight- for survival.

But there is another part

of the life of the species - equally, Important, more myster
ious, nearer to the very font of Life itself - and this relates
to all that has to do with the protection and development of
the Immature and the young*

’’Where” , asks Dr* Montessorl”

where in nature must we look for the manifestation of what is
most marvellous, most full of peace and gentleness?

All that

is sublime in nature - love, the protection of the weak by
the strong, sacrifice - all the moot noble manifestations are to be found in relation to beings, still in the process
of formation*

You cannot account for these instincts by

heredity drawn from experience made by the adults*

/

In many s n s d e s , in fact, when the time comes for the
parents to protect their newly-born young, the adults
suspend their instinctive tendencies to warlike struggle
with the environment, and with other living beings, and
oven sacrifices themselves to save the species,
’’The most wonderful and surprising constructions
made by animals are not made by the adults for themselves*
Does not the adult bee work for the eggs and the larvae?
And the creation of honey and wax are they not related
to this Infantile epoch?

Similarly also the bird, for

the sake of it^syoung his accustomed way of living, becomes
industrious, collects material and builds the nest, and ceasing to be a gad-about - becomes attached to one soot,"
So we see that the successful species depends, not only
on the adult activities in the struggle for existence, but
even more on "mutual aid" survival depends, not only on the
triumph, of force, but on the higher and more spiritual
qualities of parental affection and care of the weak by the
strong*

'

In speaking on this subject - that the moot marvellous
manifestations of Instinct are those connected with the dev
eloping young - Dr, Montessorl remarks "that" - it is almost
as if Clod holds In His protection all the little ones of the
universe; and has hidden in secret the sublime work of saving
them, almost as if He wished to record the fact that He is
always

/

present amongst His creatures*'1

Did not God*Incarnate speak

almost In the same terms» when He expressed His longing to
gather the inhabitants of Jerusalem to Him” as a hen gathers
her chickens under her wing*'1
Returning now from this excursion into biology to our
main argument we begin to glimpse a deeper meaning in Dr*

Montessorl* s

assertion that the values of childhood ** that

part of humanity which is developing - are of an equal or even
greater importance to humanity than “the adult values“»

For

childhood is that part of humanity which is nearest to the
mysterious creative font of life, that part Indeed in which,
by virtue of the
Child *

is

mysterious

laws within it

creating the man-to-be*

emphasize here

is

- through the

The point we would again

that “this sacred and most miraculous part

of humanity is not simply a passage*

of human

God

It Is THE OTHER FORM

life, which must itself - co-operate and in carrying

out the difficult and complicated but sublime task of hum
anity on earth"*

“Hitherto since civilisations have evolved

solely on one axis - have sought progress exclusively thro*
the qualities of the adult - they have been based on the
triumph of force, the struggle for existence, the survival
of the fittest.

And as a consequence we all realise that

something is absent from the construction of our civilisation,
some essential factor, perhaps the most powerful part but hitherto we have not clearly realized what has been missing*

ARGUMENT FROM HISTORY«
Lei us turn on the second "searchlight*1» and see If It
will Illumine still further" this new and unfamiliar concept"
"Considering sacred history what strikes us atonce
is the conception of "two dispensations", corresponding
to the Old and Hew 'Testaments respectively.

They corres

pond to the( 0Mss«*i*ii6w^Se#t«maa^ ) two main epochs of
human history.

In the first* man la presented to us as

created in the adult state (Adam),

We are told how man

sinned suddenly and fatally? and - being turned out of
his terrestrial paradise-developed a humanity miserable
and full of errors,

The Child, as such* is not taken

into consideration in the Old Testament*

Hence we may

say that our present civilisation (based on adult values
to a great extent) still very largely corresponds to the
Old Testament epoch,
"The second great biblical epoch - that of the Red
emption of Humanity - begins with the child, the
Divine Child,

"Furthermore the Life of Christ - who

represents to us all humanity - Is presented to us under
two main aspects, that of the Child and that of the Adult
separated by what has been called His Hidden Life,"
The Christian Church, too, in h er Liturgy recognises these
two distinct aspects.

For two thousand years the Child and

the Man have been celebrated In the two greatest
Christmas and Easter,

I
- HMiii
®iis second epoch In history, the How Testament * Ilk© that
of th© Infantile epoch referred to in the life and development
of the specie© * is characterised by a love which is more
potent than the law of force, that Love which is the greatest
miracle of the do©pels#
But it is not on the basis of this love that man has
constructed his civilisations, but on the idea of force and
the struggle for existence#

Hence the threat of the complete

collapse of that civilisation about our ears to-day.
On the occasion of the opening of a Polish Club in London,
the late Lord Halifax their Minister for Foreign affairs,
cited the following sentence from an ancient treaty made in
1413 between Poland and Lithuania, “nor can that endure which
has not its foundation in love#'*

It may be argued that these parrallels from biology and
history are not real arguments, but only symbolic suggestions
or similes#

Sven as such they are not without their value,

and strike many minds with a peculiar sense of their fitness#
Our third ''searchlight", however, illumines the question with
a more than earthly light? for It is based on the sayings and
actions of Our Lord Himself#

"one can pass quite close to the

child" - says Montessort - "without being aware of him"; and
it is a historical fact, that, for centuries and centuries,
humanity passed quite close to the child without really seeing

. <7
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As we have said in chapter l-22^

Christ wise was the

first person in History to see the child as^hj^ really is.
|;here

oJJL

Mwui i

is no need therefore to repat^jiere^ftfedT^a^s said

llluU ulxufcJtujT I ^pTbjaait» we nflfid^4wwft la t.n T»fl-fimnhafl1 7 ,a
what we have already said ^ again and again in one way or
another -^viz%that the core of Montessori's work , its very
essence

ip-i-i- m n

is the fact that she has demon

strated beyond any doubt that all children - whether bap ^
developing
tlzed or not - are capable^of a whole range of higher
intellectual and moral

(U*\

qualities than has hitherto bean

generally realised . «And-banaua-a-of-thd__
-■latent
If. hi r n wT
m «v m ì u «m 4
powers in children whlafer could and should be used for the
*».««
f"
buildlngtf up of a better and more harmonious civilisation
have hevfer be«

.emented

This does not mean however , by a verylong way , that
& <

tuA,

£V&t

J V J IS *

Montessorl^hlnk^ that , with the universal application of
her prlnc Ipl^s^JrB-all parts-of the world tha the Kingdom of
heaven would be ushered in on earth .As we have shown elsewhere j Iiit 1"»nmiry very well that -hsfeese ? normalised " children
T-mf-------are still under the domination of original sin . But it do-os
moan that-. Ik

splT§"of having been b o m under this tremendf9 fjL«»*' f
(4 ^ ”*■
our handicap thoy havo -boon » bio to develop^ more

*T

higher natural virtues, than they would otherwise have been
V f v r j w c g r - i -5 ^
able to do . girir Montes sor 1 knéfaij very well too .that such
Iks— btolr'
n(09|imalised children form *1
soil
terreno
,
ec St><Àr£-

preparato - in which th seeds of ^race can be

sown , wh e r e-

W^ilMÌX

2_ they will have the/dpoorMity of b e a r l n g ^ p r i c h
the supernatural virtues

crop of

/

Ib u U

Ia ft

In spite of many criticisms^

ni-

hem never fitS^fc into the heresy of Pejigianism . On the
hand she Inn ngnn'H-y steered clear of the heretical -dAetrlne#of the early

°al,rinists in Particular " who aveI‘r~*

,fea that ,<on.<ao.count-of the original catastrophe of the Fall
no goodness whatever remained in human nature . tShe says *■
Those who assert t h a j ^ u m a n nature is still wholly good

Ih\v®

triumphantly clalnad ^ ^ ^ u r

i this ldegLy^

m^thgd Ja based on

iirs Sheila Kadice ^-whilst those who

j contend'that original sin has completely distorted human

j nature have been amongst its severest critics«-«-.
j

/ in paality there is no question of absolute prin-

I /ciple involved . How apt we are to say that a child is
If
*
| doing wrong , when he does sometUing which bothers

VI
/ I
!

|

us , or changes the

routine of our habits and dis-

turbs our rest and comfoitV ^ave we ever asked our
selves what are the good and the bad aoitftons if the

i
little child ? Have we never committed the error of

|
judging the child accrdiiig to our conventional stand-

/

I ards rather than according to the divine plan? Is it not
j

possibly /3iue that we forget many sacred principles
when we are face to face with that little one whom Jesus
Christ offered td us as a guide to lead us to the

j

w

Kingdom of * W e n

?

In the CreatioYV.-the Bible tellsus v

man was made to the image and likeness of G o d « , a n d Original
Sin has .d i s t u r b e d JMieJlvJLne,
q_By eduoation we must then strive to prepape £or
Ch±ist{s redeeming Grace . But this does not me^pa

-

JJ?-

that we are to make the child to ou£_

image and give our

s i ^ s to him as ane*ample of perfection .

Between us and

the taptised child there lies the distance^created by our sins
Therefore the child is better than we are .

"Amen , I say

unto you , unless you shall be converted and become as little
children you shall mot fenter the Kingdom of ^eaven
evident that we s ^ i d

suffer little children to go

It is
to Jesus

and W3 must not pretend that they should come to us .This errc/Y*
^

, canned by prld/s on our part

, is/ns of the moat fatal K B S S T

findings ln regard to the childish soul .( of.
■S'r,*,

Chapt)

e have not , in the p a s ^ g i v e n him the means which he
in o r d e ^ o live-and perfect himsel^f in the environwhich surrounds hhim . Instead , as an example
gltate we have given him - too^ften -

for him

a sinner • Let us

h e a t e r charity and justice . Let us give him what he
requires

for the development of his whole being, and

allow him the freedom to follow those laws which he
in the depths of his soul , aspiring towards perfection
earning to work and love . Therefore let us stop a momrjt
} se whether , lnstsead of the child having to learn from
us

, ^e might not have something to learn from him . •

/

3 o
Poets sometimes , by their intuition , get nearer the truth
than Jriiee/intellectual theorists'^ Looked at from thdSpoint

» U-

hf

of view vw h r’^ -AJt'ui'UMu inUjW^-Bay see a deeper truth in
Wordsworth's apostrophe to the child when he

him ¿■*■■<*0

"Mighty prophejs J seer blessed J
'^LOU upon whom those truths 3 l > rest ,
Which we are toiling all our lives to find
Leaving poetical intuitions aside;however , Montessori
is speaking very p r a c t i c a l l y

when she says that we adults

have a great deal to learn from the child . She is quite
certain , from her long experience with children in almost
every country , that we must go tb the c h l & assto someone
who can contribute something new , something vital , something
hiterto missing in the building up of oub civilisation^.
It is the whole business of education - in the widest sense to liberate this higher and more perfectly developed form of
personality . Only in this way shall we enable that " OfHER
of m
FORM OF HUMA.NITY - SJSt E t HER POLE OF HUMANITY to take its
part in constructj/ing a new world-osrtier .

(

go on page 24 in the MS)

If
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TWO

DEPENDENCIES*

It has always been realised - for nothing could be more
obvious - that the child Is dependent on the adult*

What Is

not so obvious Is that the adult Is equally dependent on the
child*

we

need hls help as much as he needs ours.

F or -

we make no apologies for repeating It *» childhood Is a pos—
ltive entity, a constructive power In Itself# and not merely
a passage through which each developing human fc^B^-must pasg
Others, in our generation, have realised this besides
Dr# Montassort a though they have not so vividly seen all its
implications#

Take for Instance this passage from "The Pro-

V“
“
phot Child” by &

Plunkett Green:

"Children are very wonderful creatures*

They

truly seem to be in contact with some different order*
They are not simply the small of grown-up people, but
something peculiar in themselves - precious, worthy mtr
to be studied and pondered on#

Creatures In contact

with some other knowledge^ some specified characters
that we must heap t a regain If ever we are to enter
Heaven."
The same author goes on to point out that we adults
must open our minds to the persuasion of these
more chlld-llke values#

other

and

We adults, she goes on, have tried

to shape our world according to our own notions* have tried
to(sheree) build a world after our own Image? and we fear
the vision of the child and the claims of the unseen#

I

Yet according to Montessorl, that la Just what we most need
to achieve this - "the vislop of the child",

And then "by

changing the centre from the adult to the child, we should
change the whole oath of civilisation*...
"The fulcrum which Is to-day external would become an
interior ones and man would himself be the supreme value to
which all exterior values would have to be subordinated *
such exterior values to be considered easily as the necessary
means to human life, means above all to the accomplishment of
man’s mission on earth*”

never before in the history of humanity have their been
let loose such terrible powers of destruction as those which
are o ‘■aIking abroad amongst us to-day.

Yet it is this same

century, in which mankind bids fair to destroy Itself, that
Is also characterised by this newly-awakened Interest In and
reverence for the child ■
— who appears as the very antithesis
of all this hatred and destruction,

To Montessorl this Is

no co-incidence but a direct ordering of Providence - one of
those happenings linked up with "that spirit which oftenordalns and directs events in contrast to the ways of human
logic*

Destruction and Re-construction, War and Peace, must

meet each other when one epoch comes to an end and another
begins.”

Humanity has gone along the wrong oaths like the

disciples of old the nations of the world are quarrelling as
to who shall be the greatest.

To then, as to the '

Iples,

fW

'•

"d A^> "NORMALISATION" NOT ENOUGH

—

CP
We have often spo^kn of that process which Montessori Calfod
Q e b d Lbes <su "Normalisation through Work " . The child so
normalised has often been descrikerf^as ’
fhSL^ew ChilU "j ~~
because he reveals a whole gamut of/qhalities which^we ^Lor<^ p u» tpy^je.

j

\

not udually associate with childhood .i±=4?s I

f

c

h

e

^

^

\

work b e t t e r than play »jJiiJiikJiwrirl- whose freely chosen work
mLU
U-C-O | j
*s
_.
<■— n is the genuine expression of their-'ru 1 j c Iv h j ( for by Ih m * Wry,v
|'
mw tCsM #
^
they are creating themselves ^ ^ w h o concentrate^jflthout the^
A

y- vi
j;

si

neccessity of Bernards or punishments^n^intellectual tasks ^ )
who Ibve silence and order ,* who - livingkegsMtsoi. freely 4» ***** ^

<J «"»-their common environment displ a ^ a mutual1h&lpfuIness wi^ihc^ qaajJUFi m —

i

ii
4
& Vj

is touching to behold . Most remarkable of all

show jf

an astonishing self- discipline -willoh iimros from within (Ivtr
.
B
frem an (iHWtorod poroonq].it|tfiS rr, Qinl m> '«it r we need not
go into all t M s

again here .

Montessori believed with such a-passionate - one mighc
almost say Vehement c o n v i c t i o n in the good that could

c^-v^-c

brought to society through the full implementation of these
hitherto unrealised possibilities in childhood and asolescence

rm

111

mini lu r iT

JJrRj human l«a*j

***

that there is a

,,,

danger that some of her road ora might put an exaggerated m terpreation upon this idea , «ffldrgg-o 1— nfrU more than she
"
J
HfcA. ft» *C
herself /inten^de^

'fheve is no question that she did see with a peculiar
vividness this vision of a " New

•vr
M
ft
World for a ^ew an

^ t/t/^4«^^^
01

which could become a reality through this " new man " having

if
in his devlopment having h a d the fullest opportunities of
realising the latent constructive p o w e r ^ i t h i n him .

But it

would h e wrong to imagine that Montessori ever believed that
"normalisation through work " i. ft. tvhj
^

bj: itself be

enough .-fel-s. normaliseiojtf^would only be the basis upon
which this " new world for a new man " coul« be built .
She never forgot that we belong to a "i^jSSBOHKL fallen
race ; and^because of

this^humanity can n^miore lift itself
to the hlghe.at level

by its own ef£jrt£

MnaA.io b y

rfWVN

simply

j,t»^any more

than a man can lift himself up by his wear-boot straps .

k
It cannot be denied that some of Montessori’s entuslastlc
statements -¿taken by themselves and s-eparated* ^om the context
of her whole Welt-Anschauung ( view of life )
*do lead the lgnorat^i and the unwary to see in
she herself intended •

That is why we do not

eou3^r and alaothem more than
apologise £or

returning to this matter once again .

w<_

i v—< **6 s u~*^**c#***^c.

v**

iim"»

w c^y.

In Montessori’s visio—en of d* New World for a

aw ^an

there are two points to be noted
Firstly
j.
becauaawe are a f&llen race, humanity ,as a whole .needs
to be supernaturalised

, i . e. lifted above its own

nature by the &race of

God ,-Jby the redemptive work of

Christ opere>flng through the Church and th-e Sacraments .

B#6*
Secondly : -6sfs^ Because the ¿jfrace of God does not operate
in vacuo but b u 1 1 ^ upon Nature^ human society can never reach

its perfect development on earth until is has the opportunity
of "building upon the foundations of a " normalised "
humanity - that is upon a human race In which each individ
duifiL has had the opportunity of developing to the fill those
CXA*-

God-given natural faculties and virtues

which

l&ent in

him at birth .
Christians pray , and have prayed for two thousand years ,
H

that the Kingdom: of
in ^eaven .

should come ON EARTH,

as it is

arely this implies that all the good things

which are already upon the earth by na turg

will "be taken up

and included
implies that these natural good things are by
tmeselves not enough ,* and that that form of social
harmony which can be obtained ( as it is 4n a good Mont
essoi school ) through the development of the natural.
social virtues is not enough - ^

,iqVraTT V

.

As Montessori herself said :
The perfect society on earth cannot be obtained
by uniting man amongst themselves , but by uniting
each man to Christ " .

